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CHl!Y.rER I 
PURPOSE aND PROBLEM 
This case study of the alumni of Fisk University is designed to 
det 1rmine some vital factors associated with alumni giving. 
Alumni of all privately endowed colleges and universities are be-
ing called on as never before to play an important role in the financial 
wel~are of their Alma l~ters. The~e are several reasons why the college~ 
t 
' 
are :experiencing such a pressing need for funds from their alumni • • • 
1) Some former sources of funds no longer exist. 
2) ~ew sources are demanding a show of alumni support in return 
for theirs. 
3) Soaring costs in every phase of the University program. 
4) Lowering of interest rates on endowments. 
5) All facilities must be expanded to meet the vast increase in 
enrollment. 
Some important foundations that were organized for educational 
phi lanthropy have been liquidated or are in the process of liquidation 
! 
not !bly the General Education Board and the Rosenwald Fund and others. 
The tax structure does not encourage amassing vast fortunes as in 
pasw generations. 
I 
Men of business corporations have come forward, somewhat cautious 
ly, and after considerable prodding, to help fill the financial gap for 
prit-ate colleges. They have come to realize that better educated people 
make better employees; that better educated people make a more. stable com-
mun·ty in which to do business. Also, many of these men being alert per-
'· so:n~, realize the public relations value of lending financial aid. to col-
! 
leg~s and universities. 
Many corporations, however, are· run by wise and practical minded 
me,; who have taken a s~and and dem~pd that in return for their support, the 
aluinni must produce a fair sha.:re·~~of financial responsibility. 
Philip D. Reed, Chairm.an of the Board of Direct:b:i7iS'" of General 
Electric Corporation, in a speech before the American Alumni Council at 
Bre~ton Woods, New Hampshire, in July 1955, said that corporations base 
thJir giving to colleges on two criteria--
1) Sound financial management 
2) Substantial alumni support 
This gives us soma insight into the problem that faces the col-
le .e in relation to financial support from the alumni. 
I 
In fact, the alumni are a ~Public Relations Arm" of the univer-
They represent the fb1ished product of the institution in their 
lo ~1 counnunities. They not only influence, by their own gifts, the 
2 
gifrs of others ••• they influence parents of prospective students in 
the~r efforts to choose a college. The parents and st:udents, in turn~ be-
I 
I 
corre contributors to the institution. 
i 
Preparing for the vast increase in enrollment of students poses 
one of the most serious problems. If the predict ion of the experts is 
cottrect - that student enrollment will double within the next ten years, -
thE university must gear its program of expansion to include new dormitor-
ie~ i, libraries, classrooms, etc. Once again the spotlight is turned on the 
[ 
ah!mni as the natural "'spark plugs" for the drives for funds for these li . 
pu ~oses. 
The problem of securing altunni support is wall known - it is as 
ole as the colleges themselves. College Presidenis and Alumni Secretaries 
ha e been plagued by this question for many years. 
There have been charges and counter-charges of negligence and dis-
in .erest by all parties involved. Volumes have been written on the sub-
and 
je~t of alumni relations and many words have been spoken from platforms on 
thl subj act~ Indeed, many of the opinions expressed have been logical 
I 
of genuine value. 
But the time is right for a scientific approach to the subject of 
al unni giving - because without a solution to this troublesome situation, 
I 
! 
th mortality rate of a considerable number of worthy colleges will be high 
or at least the institutions will be serio~sly crippled. By scientific 
ap roach, I mean certain factors as mechanical matters~related question-
na~~~ preparation, depth information,cross breaks, comprehensive face shee~ 
I 
dat CL to get insight into the socio-economic status of the alumni. Also to 
stu y community affiliations of the respondents and photograph all of 
thi a~inst the background of their giving to Alma Mater and to causes 
gen _rally. 
Investigation was made to determine what, if any, scientific ap-
pro~ ch had been made to the problem of alumni giving. Recognized as an 
autl ority in the field of alumni relations is Ernest T. Stewart, Jr., Execu-
·hive Secretary of the American Alumni Council, Washington, !D.C. Mr. Stew-
art was contacted by mail and a portion of his reply of December 11, 1957 
is l~sted below:-
There is, unfortunately, not much in print on 
the Why of Alumni Giving. You will find various 
references to it in many of the Fund pieces printed 
by -~he Council through the years, but little that 
has been done to pull it all together or to make 
a scientific study. You would do well to check 
through the various Yearbooks and other publica-
tions you have access to. 
An examination of the theses in the library at the School of 
Publ !c Relations and Communications at Boston University, plus contacts 
I 
with rund Raising organizations that specialize in College fund raising also 
fail d to produce any evidence of scientific study of the nwhytt of alumni 
givi g. 
I 
i 
Limi ~tions of Survey 
I 
' 
I The limitations of this investi~tion are obvious to the author 
and v ~11 become evident to those who mayJtake the time to study it. To 
I deal adequately with such an important undertaking will require more time, 
• 
• 
resources. 
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CHMTER II 
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF FISK UNIVERSITY 
Even though Fisk University is ninety-two years old, some who 
ma-y read this paper may i:wt be acquainted with the institution. They may 
wis~ to know where Fisk is located what it is like - something of the 
qua~ity of its educational program - its rating, and certainly something of 
I 
I 
the' composition of its alumni population. 
The date of birth for the insti-tution w11s January 9, 1866 - named 
for General Clinton B. Fisk - located at Nashville, Tennessee - made famous 
by ~he Fisk Jubilee Singers, a group of students who sang before the 
cro~ed heads of Europe in 1876 and raised $100,000 to build the first 
worn~n 1 s dormitory on the campus. It is called Jubilee Hall and has been 
horn~ to twenty college generations of Fisk women. 
I 
' 
Fisk is co-sducational - a liberal arts college - an enrollment 
of 800 - the faculty-student ratio is 1 to 10. The institution has full 
i 
membership in the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools -
is recognized by the Association of American Universities and the New York 
. -
Board of Regents. Fisk was granted a Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa and is ap-
i 
prolred by the Rhode Scholarship Trust. The school is privately endowed and 
has an independent Board of Trustees. It was founded by the ~erican 
Mis ionary Association. 
6 
7 
I 
The' .A.lttrimi 
Among the distinguished alumni of Fisk are a United States Con-
i gre ssman, three judges, one State Senator, two college presidents, one 
Ch:: ~rman of the Department of History at Brooklyn College, two publishers 
' 
of hewspapers, two presidents of banks, two presidents of insurance companie~, 
twci world famous authors, a world famous tenor from Brookline, Massachusetts! 
a research physicist who is Director of Government contracts at Bomac I.e.bor-
! . 
atcries in Massachusetts. 
Eight Fisk women are wives of college presidents. These data re 
ah~i were taken from the magazine section of the Afro-American newspaper 
I 
ancJ verified by General ~lumni Association of Fisk University. 
Fisk has maintained an alumni o'ffice with full time staff since 
19~ 'J. The alumni organization has full membership in the American Alumni 
I 
.. 
Got neil. The General Alumni association meets once a year and the four 
Reeional groups meet every two years. 
I 
The founders of Fisk must have had the vision to see that one _day 
in ~he fu~ure, the Supreme Court of the United States would rule that racial 
se€regation in education is illegal, because the original Charter of the in-
! 
sti~ution says "the corporation is founded for the education of young men 
i 
anaiwomen~ regardless of race, creed or colorn. 
I 
I I Throughout 
abc tt equally divided 
I 
its history Fisk has had an inter-racial faculty -
between white and Negro. The present student body is 
ap:r:ro:x:imately 951o Negro and 5% white. 
An International Student Center is maintained on the campus where 
for~ign students of Fis~ and other Nashville colleges meet and get acquain-
tedlwith American students. They play music of all nations and enjoy them-
seli!es generally. 
r 
I A Race Relations Institution is sPonsored on the Fisk campus an-
·nua :ly in the month of July. For two weeks~ scholars~ labor leaders. Social 
I 
wor1 •ers of all races live, work and study on the campus. The object is to 
I 
learn mora of race relations and how to deal with the problems. 
I 
Pub fie Relations Involved 
' These facts are pertinent from the standpoint of Public Relations. 
To thintain an institution like Fisk with its forward and progressive inter-
rae al program in the Deep South - has required exceptional Public Relations 
ski lls on the part of the administration. 
Some of the white members of the Board of Trustees are residents 
of i he City of Nashville. A.lso on the Board are six Alumni Trustees who 
are Fominated by the members of the General Alumni lli.ssociation. The total 
i 
roam ership of the Board is thirty and about equally divided between Negro 
and white. 
: Such a progressive inter-racial program through the years has 
not lttracted financial support from the South, even though good public re-I . 
lat·bns skill has kept the administration's program working efficiently. 
This state of affairs places an extra responsibility on Fisk 
•• 
lip for the loss of 
from the community where l_ocat 13&_,. 
In this ·study we shall endeavo;L~' i~ d.iscover wbat fac;;t·~~s--~¥~:.,at 
in the·J'I!8;i;ter of almmi givin.g tb.a-t wq.l b.el:p d~ve·i0;p ap1J:t'.oa~l'l.~i~:i&bat 
greater results. 
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cm,:prER III 
STUDY PROCEDURE 
The method of procedure us ad in this study is as follows:-
1) The complete list of names and addresses of the 4 1 000 living 
al1r,nni of Fisk was obtained through the cooperation of Dr. Stephen J. 
I 
Wr [ght 1 President and Alumni Secretary, W. Dickerson Donnelly. 
2) A random sample of 400 names was drawn from the list (avery 
te ~h card was pulled) providing us with a sample amounting to 101o of the 
i 
to 'al pre-tested populations. i 
3) A questionnaire was prepared and pre-tested by ten inter-
vi ws in Boston and mailed to the alumni March 15th, 1958 with a covering 
leIter a:r:d 
Ap endix. 
I 
I 
I 
a self-addres'sed 1 stamped envelope enclosed• See example in 
4) A follow-up postal card was; mailed one week later - March 
See example in Appendix. 
5) Each questionnaire was coded by the writer. 
6) The information on each question was transferred to I.B.M. 
caltas ana_ run I . off by operator at the I.B.M. laboratory of Boston University 
an~ analyzed. 
' 
Hy~othesis 
I 
The author takes the position that the principal reason for the 
10 
• 
• 
. 1 I 
! '. n·.:.,. 
:' ii· 
It is also believed tha-t -the 
~el~~~o:ns problem~ calling for _-the bE)s-t 
- ~ 
coum1 ~d wi-th sound pu_.hlic relations prooeclu .•. nes .. ~ ~ ' ' ,' ' 
the r·y i "her• wi 11 be • ,,_ry of -!(he J' ~dings and a •• ~ lli • "'".~·.'"' 
and e,commena.a-tions •. 
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CHAPI'ER IV 
REPORT ON SURVEY 
I The first section of this report will be an analysis of the re-
spo~ses to the questions submitted to the Alumni. Tables will be used to 
help photograph the results. 
The second section will be devote.d to an attempt to pull togethe 
a szrunary of the responses - and to amplify the findings. 
In the concluding section of the report there will be a summary 
of specific comments made by the respondents relative to factors that would 
inS[;lire them to make larger financial contributions to Alma 1iifater. 
To get most from the survey, it should be kept clearly in mind 
I 
I tha~ the total alumni population of Fisk University is 4,000 - that 400 
I • 
nanes were selected b.y random sampling - that a questionnaire was mailed to 
each of the 400 parsons - and that 207 (over 50fo) filled out and returned 
I 
thej questionnaire. 
It should also be pointed out tha;t a random sample of 400 is con 
sic pred a good representation of the total population of 4 1 000 alumni -
al~ .o that a 50fo return of the questionnaire is quite above the average. 
! 
(3CI to 40 per cent return is considered a good return). 
i 
I I Finally the author wishes to point out that all questions are 
st died in relation to the giving record of the respondent - whether the 
gi It was under $5.00 or over $1oo.oo. 
12 
Do ( Lpus !..1umni Give more than City Alumni7 
This study is marked by some real surprises as well as a number 
of :ifteresting and significant findings. For example, it was a surprise 
to the author to find that there is no sign~ficant difference between the 
i 
I 
givi~g of alumni who lived on the campus and those who lived in the city. 
It J: as been the general belief that campus people had more school spirit 
thar; city people, and would be more responsive to financial appeals. 
In this survey, .. of the 207 alumni who responded -
To 
157 or 70"/, lived on the campus 
43 or 2'7"/, lived in the city 
'I 
'7 or 3"/, did not indicate where they lived 
--
207 100"/, 
describe the contributor, the following terms 
Little or none = 0 to $5.00 
Small contributor = $5.00 to $10.00 
are used: 
Large contributor = $io.oo to $100.00 or over 
Twenty--three per cent of the alumni who lived on the campus were 
larf ie contributors to Fisk in 195'7 and 23~ of the people who lived in the 
I cit~ , were large contributors. 
I 
i 
Nineteen per cent of the alumni who lived on campus were small 
con ~ibutors and 1'71. of the city alumni' were small contributors. Finally, 
! 
581. rf the campus alumni gave little or none to Fisk in 195'7 and 60"/, of 
cit alumni gave little or none in 1957. 
13 
TABlE NO. 1 
Campus vs. City Giving 
Campus City 
I.arge contributor 231. 231. 
Small contributor 191. 171. 
Little or None 581. 601. 
1001.(157) 1001.(43) 
It can be observed that there is no difference in the giving 
of large contributors - only 2fo difference in small givers, and also a 
di'ference of only 2fo in the 'little or none' category. 
It was no surprise, however, when ranking the areas in which 
Fi :k had been most helpful to the alumni - that Friendship got top bill-
i· 
in 1, Social Contacts was second, Professional Contacts third and Job 
I 
Op !ortunities, fourth. 
In a small school where the enrollment is less than a thousand 
stt d.ents, and where contacts with other students and the faculty is close 
it might be expected to find Friendships and Social Contacts ranking 
; 
I 
so high. 
I 
Some respondents mentionea. more than one area in which Fisk 
had been helpful. 
=======*===9=========================================================9}1Q,=-==== 
FISK MOST HELPFUL 
Th.BLE NO. 2 
Friendships mentioned 
- 134 times 
Social Contacts mentioned 
- 114 times 
Professional Contacts mentioned - 91 times 
Job Opportunities mentioned 90 times 
It would be encouraging, however, to observe a higher listing 
I 
for ~rofessional Benefits. 
A significant response came to the question -
IN WHAT ACTIVITY .&r FISK WERE YOU MOST SUCCESSFUL?. 
Some indicated they were equally successful in more than one activity - but 
the iesults ware as follows: 
T.8\BLE NO. 3 
Academic 
Social 
Athletic 
?lfo 
39fo 
llfo 
12lfo(203) 
Four out of 207 did not answer this question. 
16 
II 
These results would indicate that as Fisk alumni look back on 
eol ~ge days, they were there to do school work. 
The alumni were about equally divided on the question of empha-
sis \on athletics. Eighty-three said yes - 116 said no, and eight did not 
ans er the question. 
The table below illustrates how the respondents showed up as 
con 'ributors. 
WOUID YOU BE HAPPIER IF GREATER EMPHASIS WERE PLA-.CED ON ATHIET ICS? 
TABIE NO. 4 
Yes No 
Large c ont ri but ors 291. 19fc 
Small contributors 241, 151. 
Little or None 471, 661, 
1001,(83) 1001.(116) 
The large and small contributors are slightly in favor of 
mo e emphasis on athletics while those who gave little or none are 
t ·de~~'initely not interested in more emphasis on athletics. 
I 
When asked what particular sports they would emphasize -
I fo ptball was. the favorite, basketball was second, baseball third. S ome 
I 
wer~ interested in track. 
Later, in this paper, there will be additional tables and dis-
cus~ions regarding the amounts contributed directly to Fisk University in 
195fT by the alumni. We shall see if men give more than women - if alumni 
whoilreceived scholarships give more than others. The factors of age, 
cl~~s, major, and extra curricular activities will be examined in relation 
to ~ving. The extent of alumni giving ;bo' other causes will be observed. 
WHAT SERVICES FROM FISK: HA.iJE BEEN MOST USEFUL TO YOU£ 
T-ABLE NO. 5 
~umni Magazine 891. 
Visits from Faculty and Staff 111. 
Placement Bureau 71. 
1071.(195) 
Twelve did not answer this question. 
This response would suggest that the alumni do receive the 
alu~i magazine and find it useful - but visits from faculty and staff are 
s om ~what lacking. 
I 
It is understood that the principle responsibility of 
fac 1 lty members is in the classroom. However, reference was made to the 
occ lsions when faculty members and administrative representatives are in 
key cities on speaking engagements before groups related to their fields, 
the alumni would like to meet with them. 
~-~- --
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• ~uite a few alumni do not know of the existence of the 
Plapement Bureau. 
! 
WH pH OF THE FOLLOWING FEATURES aT FISK TODAY AROUSE YOUR ENTHUS Il\..SM MOST 1' 
I 
! 
Some of the alumni mentioned more than one of these relatively 
ne features at Fisk - but the response was as follows -
TaBLE NO. 6 
Full membership in Southern ~ss'n and 
Secondary. Schools mentioned 110 times 
Phi Beta Kappa Chapter mentioned 98 times 
New Buildings mentioned 85 times 
Earl Entrants 1 Program mentioned 76 times 
Closed Circuit Television Program mentioned 52 times 
·The oldest of these are the Early Entrants 1 Program and the 
Beta Kappa Chapter (over five years old). 
For many years Fisk has been approved by a Special Conmittee 
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools that was 
i let up to consider Negro colleges. However, within the past year, the 
las of the Association were changed and all colleges under its jurisdic-
ion are judged by the same standards,- and those that qualify are made 
I I .· 
Pull members of the ~sociation. Fisk was among the several Negro 
iolleges that qualified. This, no doubt, explains the high enthusiasm 
over this particular feature. 
nhile speaking of the Southern Association of Collages and 
======~==~=======================================================9~1~-===== 
il 
I 
--
Selondary Schools, it can be mentioned that the author recently received 
frl the Executive Director at Atlanta, Georgia, a copy of the Standards 
I 
fo +Accreditations. It is significant that the sixteenth standard calls 
fo¥ ~show ~ organized alumni support. See full text of this Standard 
! • 
at ,ached to the append~x. 
IS THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM .AT FISK EXCELLENT, GOOD, FA.JR7 
TABIE NO. 7 
Excellent . 32fc 
Good 641. 
Fair 41. 
1001.(195) 
Twelve did not answer this question 
The overwhelming majority of alumni are of the opinion that 
th~ present academic program at Fisk is good. It is significant that 
I 
on y 41. feel that the program is only fair. 
I 
! 
T) WHA.T EXTENT IS FISK PROVIDING EDUCATION ON RAC~_LLY JNTEGBATED BASIS? 
TABIE NO. 8 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
281. 
: 571. 
151. 
l00fc(202) 
Five did not answer this question. 
The trend here is the same as indicated on Table No. 7 --
th overwhelming majority of alumni are of the opinion that Fisk is doing 
a 500d job in providing education on racially integrated basis. 
(S~e exhibits in Appendix showing breakdown of student enrollment for the 
past five years, including foreign and non-Negro students of America. 
A quiz was included in the Questionnaire to see how well in-
fo!bmed Fisk Alumni are regarding the perce,ntage of cost of education paid 
b~ ·the student. 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
The question was as fol]ows: 
f.;.l PROXIMM'ELY WHAT PERCENT OF THE COST OF EDUCATION IS COVERED BY THE 
TUITION FEEt 
(251, - 501, - 751, - All - More than cost of education!) 
180 answered the question, - 27 did not. 
TABLEJ NO. 9 
More than cost of education 11, 
751, of cost of education 71, 
501, of cost of education 411, 
251, of cost of education 511, 
---
1001,(180) 
e. The correct answer, according to the Comptroller of the Univer-
I 
sit and the Cashier-Accountant is 251.. It can be observed in the above 
tab 1e that 5lfc of the alumni were correct in their estimate of the cost 
of· E ,ducat ion covered by the tuition fee paid by the student. 
It was promised earlier that there would be additional discus-
sio 's of contributions made directly to Fis~ by the alumni - also a consid-
' I 
era lion of alumni giving to other causes. Among the other causes is the 
Uni1
1
ed N~gro.College Fund. 
colfeges in this Fund and a gift to the College Fund is indirectly a gift 
Fisk is one of the thirty-three par-t;icipating 
It is for this reason that a distinction is made as to whether to ~isk. 
a g~ft is made directly to Fisk or not. 
--I 
I 
I It should be made clear at this point that the alumni are called 
on ;wice in the course of a year for gifts: - in the fall the college soli-
cit \ funds directly from the alumni on special occasions such as Founder's 
' 
Day, and Class Reunions. In the spring, the United Negro College Fund 
lau'ches its nation-wide campaign for funds for current expenses for its 
member colleges. The alumni are called on to lend their enthusiastic sup-
1 
I 
por to this effort also. 
The results of this survey, therefore, must be viewed with the 
facll' in mind that Fisk alumni serve two .. masters~· - .8J.ma Mater and the 
Uniled Negro College Fund and that both are important in the life of Fisk. 
I 
One of the questions put to the alumni was --
HOW :MUCH DID YOU CONI'RIBUTE DIRECTLY TO FISK :irN 19571' 
The results were as follows: 
TABLE 10 
Large contributors 
Small contributors 
Little or none 
231, 
197: 
581, 
1001,(207) 
I 
Fisk Alumni Fund for 1956-57 is attached to the Appendix. 
~e iort was s~bmittea by the Ch~i.nnan of 
.£\\1 ~n~ J.t_ssoc~at~on~ W. D. Hawk~ns, Jr., 
! 
the Executive Committee of the 
on October 19, 1957. 
This 
This report reveals that the goal for the school year 1956-57 
wa 
1 
$15,000 and that $15t903.72 was subscribed. The total number of con-
tr butors was 753 or 181, of the population. 
I 
The average gift was $21.12. 
For purpose of comparison the author checked the bulletin from 
Te~chers College, Columbia University) Series 49 No. 1, January 1958. 
The total alumni population at Teachers College is 70,000 persons; 5,585 
I 
of; that number (or 81,) contributed to their Alumni Fellowship Fund. The 
arrounts given were not listed. 
Let us return now to a consideration of the extent to which 
F' sk alumni, not only gave directly to their Alma Water in 1957, - but 
a so to the United Negro College Fund. 
22=== 
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The question put to the alumni was: 
DID YOU CONTRIBUTE TO THE UNJTED NEGRO COLlEGE FUND IN 1957? 
127 said yes 
76 said no 
4 did not answer the question 
207 total respondents. 
TABLE 11 
Yes 
To U.N.C.F. 
Large contributors to Fisk 26fo 
Small contributors to Fisk 191. 
Little or none to Fisk 55fo 
1001. (12'7) 
No. 
To U.N.C.F. 
171. 
211. 
621. 
100fo (7 6) 
These data would suggest that the large contributors to Fisk were 
a so contributors to the United Negro College Fund, but below that level, 
toey were about equally divided between yes and no. 
Another direct question to the alumni relative to giving to 
c j;her causes:· 
TO WHICH, IF ANY, OF THE FOLLOWING DO YOU USUALLY CONTRIBUTE1 
N.~.A.C.P - CHURCH - OTHER 
191 listed the Church 
155 listed the N.A.~.C.P. 
;24 ======~F=~========================================================~ ====== 
117 listed other organizations 
2 did not answer the question 
TABlE 12 
Yes to Yes 
· N • .8...a.c.P. to Church 
I..a.rge contributors to Fisk 271. 24fo 
Small contributors to Fisk l9fo 19f. 
Little or none to Fisk 54fo 571. 
1001,(155) 1001,(191) 
This evidence would support -the belief that the alumni who 
' 
bon-tribute to Fisk- large and small- also support the church and the 
I ~ational Association for the Advancement of Colored People - and that 
I 
1
'the support to the church and N.A.A.C.P. is rather evenly divided. The 
' 
/alumni said they als.o gave to other organizations 1 but in most cases they 
;did not list them as they were not requested to. This, of course, was 
;not good and the fault is with the author. 
A never ending argument is, who gives the most to 4lma Mater 
·-men or women. 
; subject. 
I 
Well, the total below should shed more light on the 
Of the 207 respondents - there ware 90 mala and 117 female. 
e 
i MALE VS. FEMAlE GIVING 
,/ TABLHl 13 
I 
Male Female 
--
I 
i 
I 
Large contributors to Fisk 331. 161. 
' Small contributors to Fisk 151. 221. 
! 
' : Little or none to Fisk 521. 621. 
' 
' 1001.(90) 1001.(117) 
I 
I 
This evidence would tend to support the notion that men make 
I 1~: rger contributions than women but no significant difference othersie. 
I 
TaBlE 14 
.lt..T WHAT AGE DO FISK ALUMNI GIVE MOST 1: 
! ~arge contributors 
d~all contributors 
l tt le or none 
20 to 29 
2:! 
231. 
751. 
30 to 
131. 
17:! 
701. 
39 40 to 49 50 to 
271. 401. 
221. 101. 
511. 501. 
59 60 and 
' 501. 
17% 
331. 
over 
1001.(45) 1001.(46) l00fo(63) 1001.(28) 1001.(24) 
This indicates that the older they are the more likely they are 
~0 ~<• give. They are able to give more. 
,/. 
: 
I 
tl/ 
i 
1/ I 
25 
i 
I 
========#===~' ========================================================9~L~a======= 
TABLE 15 
AT WHAT DJCOME IlEVEL DID FISK ALUMNI GIVE MOST1 
I Over 
i 0 to 
I 
$3,500 $3,500 to '7,500 $7 1 500 to $10,000 $1o,ooo1 
I 
91. 21:% 451. 
,. 
481. I.ar~e contributors 
I 
Smab contributors 211. 19/i: 101. 14/i: 
I 
Lii~le or none 70/i: 601. 45/i: 381. 
I 
! 1001.(43) 1001.(109) 100/i:(20) 1001.(21 
These results would indicate that the more they make, the more 
II 
they give. See Appendix. 
TABlE 16 
e D M(I;RR.IED COUPlES WITHOUT CHILDREN GIVE MD.RE THAN M.8.RRJED COUPlES WITH 
C ILDREN J OR SJNGIE PERSONS OR PERSONS WI:IO aRE WIDOWED, SEPA.RATED OR DIVORCE:JP 
' { Widowed 
i Married Married & Children Single ( Separated 
1
/ (Divorced 
Large contributors 251. 231. 161. 331. 
! Small contributors 
Iii tt le or none 
201. 
551. 
100/i:(l51) 
211. 
56/i: 
1001.(104) 
19/i: 
651. 
--
1001.(43) 1001.(12) 
There is really no important aifference here. The single alumni 
i ~re usually younger and have smaller incomes. There is a noticeable dif-
ference in the case of widowed, separate'd or divorced category: they tend 
i 
in the direction of larger contributions. See Appendix. 
TABLID 17 I 
I 
I 
DO 1: p:IJMNI WHO HAD PART TH1.!El JOB IN COLLIDGE GtrVE MORE THAN THOSE W:ijO DID Nar? 
Well, we asked them if they had p~rt time job - 117 said yes and 
I 
88 ·aid no. Two did not answer the question. 
Yes No 
Large contributor 311, 121, 
I 
Small contributor 181." 211. 
I 
Little or none 
I 
511. I 
,, 671. 
1001.(117) 1001. (88) 
I 
Thirty-one per cent of those who ~ad part time jobs wer~ large 
con ributors as compared to 
imp< rtant difference at the 
con equence otherwise. 
! 
121. of those wh0 did not, 
large contributlr level -
TABlE 18 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- so we do see an 
but no diff~rence of 
There is frequent speculation regJrding the giving habi-1\s of the 
I alur~i who were on scholarship while in college - so we asked the lquestion: 
I 
.I 
WERE YOU ON SCHOL8:.RSHIP ~HIIE AT FISK? 
43 said yes 
161 said no 
3 did not an?Wer this question 
---
207 total respondents 
T 
E£17 
=== 
T!.BLE 18 (cent 'a.) 
Yes No 
Large contributor 231. 221. 
Small c ont ri but or 241. 191. 
Little or none 5 3fo 591. 
lOOf-(43) 100fo(151) 
The answer according to this evidence is that the Scho~arship 
A1 ~ tends to give the same as others. 
I 
Observe that 23fo of those who 
I 
we e on scholarship are large contributors and 221. of those who v,ere not 
I 
on 
1
scholarship were large contributors. There is no vast difference at 
ot ler lave ls. 
TABLE 19 
In order to find out if alumni who were members of So9ial Clubs 
I 
dul-ing college 
~hty held such 
co tributions. 
days give more than those who were not - we asked! them if 
! 
memberships, then weighed their responses against'their 
One hundred and twenty-three said yes, they belonged ~o social 
cl bs and 76 saia no and 7 did not answer the question. 
Large cont ri but ors 
Small contributors 
Little or none 
Yes No 
251. 
211. 
541. 551. __ .....;..... 
1001.(123) 1001.(75) 
28 
~:;_-= 
I The indication here is that there is a slight tendency o'n the 
I 
pari' of those who were members of social clubs to give more., 
non 
Tl\lBIE 20 
FRATERNITY VS. NON-FRA..TERNITY GIVING 
Yes No 
Large contribut-ors 29;1. ~$1. 
Small contributors 15;1. 20;1. 
Little or none 56;1. 56;1. 
100;1. (62) 100;1.(67) 
No significant 
~raternity men. 
difference here in the giving of fraternity and 
I 
TABlE 21 
SORORITY VS. NON-SORORITY GIVING 
Yes No 
Large contributors 131. 17% 
Small contributors 24;1. 20;1. 
Little or none 63% 63;1. 
100;1.(59) 1001.(71) 
The trend here is the same as the fraternity. No significant 
dif erance in the giving of sorority and non-sorority women. 
======t==1=========================================·======~~6 
T~.BLE 22 
I ~ CC lfll-8\JUSON OF THE GIVING OF ALUMNI WHO VYERE MillMBERS OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
II . - STUDENT CHRISTIM .ll$SOCIATION - GLEE CLUBS AND CBOIR 
' 
Student Student 
I 
Glee, Clubs 
Government Christian Ass •n & Ch,oir 
'I 
I 
I.a.rge contributors 231. 271. 21% 
Small contributors 191. 231. 34% 
Little or none 581. 501. 45~ 
1001. (69) 1001.(85) 1001.(85) 
I 
Once again the difference is insignificant. Note however, a 
slight edge in favor of the alv.m.ni who were members of the Studenti Christian 
I 
~sso?iat ion - where 271. of them are in the large contributor categ,ory as com-
pare~ to Student Government, 231., and Glee Club and Chorr, 211.. 
I 
It can 
als·o. be observed that there is an edge in favor of Glee Club and Choli:r Mem-
bership in the small contributor cat1:1gory - 341. - as compared to 231. for 
Stud~nt Christian Association and 191. for Student Government. 
In a study of the fifty classes that were represented ih the 
sample, 
I 
the !l.ge 
ranging from 1903 to 1957, the trend was the same as the study of 
factor. 
' The first twenty-five classes from 1903 to 1932 f5ave more 
' 
than the second twenty-five classes from 1933 to 1957. 
The five classes that were not represented in the sample ware 
l904r 1905, 1910, 1912 and 1913. 
There was a tendency among the alumni from the Social Sciences 
~===t==t===========================~·.a:l === 
I 
to g've more than those from the Humanities, Sciences and Mathematic. 
Here again, however, there was no vast difference in the giving of! the 
alum i. 
TABLE 23 
FA.CI'ORS THAT WOULD INSPIRE ALUMNI TO GIVE MORE TO FISK 
More Personal More Communication Better Local Better Re-
Contacts Through Mail Alumni gional and 
From Fisk From Fisk Clubs Nat'l Org. 
I.ar e~ contributor 231. 301. 201. 301. 
Smal ~ contributor 181. 191. 231. 231. 
Liirt tle or none 591. 511. 571. 471. 
1001.(69) 1001.(31) iooto(so) 1001.(36) 
The large contributors (301. of them) indicate with equal, emphasis, 
; 
I the ·mportance of more communication through: the ma.il and better Regional 
I ' 
and }l"ational Alumni Organization as factors that would inspire them to make 
lareer annual contributions to Fisk. Twenty-three per cent of the large 
contributors call for more personal con·tacts with persons from thai campus 
and 201. list better local alumni clubs as method of getting Jarger contri-
butj pns. 
The small contributors are about 'evenly divided on these factors 
witt\ a slight edge in favor of better alumni organization - local, regional 
and hational. 
I 
Those who give little or none are also pretty evenly divided on 
fac ors but 
the /I campus, 
!f 
are inclined to favor more personal contact with persons from 
ana better. local alumni clubs. 
The alumni were asked to list other things thav would inspire 
the to make larger contribtrl;ions to the Uni varsity annually. 
I 
They are 
as ollows: 
• See the President at club meeting every two years • 
• A more cordial attitude from the alumni office. 
• Prompt answer to mail • 
• Earn more money • 
• Complete husband's ana my education • 
• Receive quarterly letter directly from the President' • 
• Am ashamed of my giving. Will do mora • 
• Increase in personal income. 
' 
• Place names of every graduate on the local alumni list as 
soon as graduation is completed • 
• Publication of alumni directory • 
• More money in my hands • 
• Better financially able • 
• Economy factor • 
• Prompt answer to request for transcript. 
$ Being better able to give • 
.. Greater attention to long range programs • 
• Clear evidence that Fisk intends to retain its position as 
first rate IQberal Arts College. 
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• Placement Bureau information. 
• Special drives for things Fisk needs as ascertained. by the 
I 
President, Trustees, Executive Council, etc • 
• ~ large salary. 
• I know the need and will continue to contribute to ~he best 
of my ability .. 
•. I would have to get better pa-ying position than teaphing in 
this town. The salary here is so small there just ;isn't any 
money left for contributions. 
Higher personal income. 
• Better relations between students and faculty and aaminis-
tration before graduation. 
• Don't need added inspiration- just find it necessary to 
spread my contributions. 
• 
A job - I'm back in school, t.oo • 
• 
More guidance and counseling tor students - e.g. mehtal 
hygiene clinic. 
• Better Public Relations through Fiskates • 
• 
Concerted class efforts • 
• 
Better athletics - continued use of Closed Circuit TV • 
• None - just neglect • 
• 
Better income - at present I am a mere Intenne and as such 
my income is less than the average of any other profession. 
• 
Financial freedom to do so - I am perfectly willing~ 
• 
Better budgeting by me • 
BA:L .. , ___ _ 
• 
I just graduated, but I do plan to always contribut'a to 
Fisk. 
• 
Ba strait and gain my confidemca • 
• 
~ com plate itemized budget s ant to the alumni • 
I 
• 
Some long range project on local level to stimulate; interest., 
• 
More information concerning programs at Fisk - its ,progress, 
activities, etc. at regular intervals. 
• 
I help grandchildren give some times (cla~s 1907) • 
.. Personal freedom from high cost of living • 
This concludes the list of other factors that would inspire the 
al1 Pull to give mora to Fisk. 
SUMMARY OF FHIDINGS 
-l. There is no significant difference in the giving of Campus and City 
alumni. 
-2. Friendship and social contacts were listed in first and second place 
respectively as the areas in which Fisk had been most helpful. 
Professional Contacts and Job Opportunities were listed third and 
fourth. 
-3. Academic, Social and Athletic, respectively, were the activ~ties in 
which the alumni were most successful at Fisk. 
-4. The large and small contributors are slightly in favor of mcire empha-
sis on Athletics particularly football, basketball and baseball in 
that order. 
-5. The publication of the alumni magazine is the most useful service to 
i 
the alumni. Low on the list was the limited number of visits from 
faculty and staff - and the Placement Bureau. 
-6. The alumni are most enthusiastic over Fisk's full membership in the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools -- T~e Phi 
Beta Kappa Chapter-- New Buildings --Early Entrant's Program--
Closed Circuit Television, in the order mentioned. 
-7. The overwhelming majority of Fisk alumni are of the opinion that the 
academic program at Fisk at the present time is Good. 
35 
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i\ . 
8. 
1\ 
- 9. 
! 
The overwhe~ing majority also feel that Fisk is doing a good job in 
providing education on a racially integrated basis. 
Fifty-one per cent of the alumni were correct in their estimate of 
the percentage of the cost of education covered by the student's 
tuition fee. The correct answer is 251. of the cost of education. 
'I 
11 
- rt.O. The older they are the more likely the alumni are to give more. 
The same trend is true with the classes. 
-ll. The more money they make, the more they give. 
-fi2 
'! • 
There is no important difference in the giving of the alumni who 
i 
are married, married and children, single, widowed, separated or 
divorced. A slight variation comes in the single ones who are 
usually younger and give less. Those in the widowed, separated 
and divorced category excelled slightly in the large contribution 
category. 
- 3. Alumni who had part time jobs at college tend to make larger con-
tributions than the others. 
- 4. There is no difference in the giving of alumni who were on 
I 
- 5. 
scholarship. 
There is a slight tendency to give more on the part of those who 
\ were members of Social Clubs at Fisk. 
- ,6. There is no significant difference in the giving of Fraternity and 
' 
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GH&PTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS . 
This study was a beginning of a systematic approach to determine 
th · 'Why' of Alumni Giving. The effort has been to discover by implica-
ti n as well as direct questioning some of the vital factors associated 
wi h alumni giving. 
No startling disvoveries have been made. We have only scratched 
thE surface. It is hoped that future studies of this type will take ad-
va ~age of the opportunity to improve on the questions that were asked to 
ob l.in the information desired -- and that comparisons will be made be-
tWE /an responses of alumni from large, medium and small schools., 
In this case study of Fisk .!lumni it is found that the attitude 
tmrrd the college is good -- that they do receive the Alumni News -- that 
thE, alumni who give to Fisk are also inclined to give to other causes. 
I 
No ,,urP.ing 
alt~ni not 
I 
mur ;Lcation 
i 
ga ~zation 
issues or vast differences are revealed that would cause the 
to give to Fisk 
The large contributors to the university indicate that more com-
through the mail from Fisk and better regional and national or-
would inspire them to give more to Fisk. 
The alumni who give little or none report that mora personal 
cox tact from persons at Fisk and better local alumni clubs would inspire 
! 
the¥! to give more to the college. The small contributors were fairly 
i 
eve~ly divided on the four approaches. 
3!3 
• 
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Cm.PI'ER VII 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
To meet the requirements set forth by the alumni to attract 
gretter financial support to the university, it is recommended that Fisk 
pur sue vigorously a larger program of communication, organization, and 
i 
otl~r important considerations which we will discuss in this chapter. 
·con .jnuni cat ions 
Proper communication is vital to any organization, whether it be 
edl 1cational~ industrial, religious or any other. Herbert Simon points 
! 
ou l' in Administrative Behavior, Chapter VIII on "Communications" that com-
mur. cations is any process whereby decional premises are transmitted from 
onE [ member of an organization to another .. Simon also points out that Com-
mw ication in organization is a 11 two-wayn process. 
I 
I 
I 
' Dr. Otto Lerbinger states in an article on ttEmployee Gommunica-
ti( ns u to be published in a Public Relations Handbook, Professor Howard 
I 
St lphenson, editor, had this to say on communications: 
I 
I 
I 
Communication binds a whole organization together 
so that what one part sees the other part knows 
about;'what one part plans the other part under-
stands, and executes; what•one part feels moves 
the other. 
He !feels that communications is the dynamic part of organization, the part 
tru't is central to the entire decision making aparatus. 
The indespensible roll that communications plays in organization 
4'0 ~== 
,. 
I 
is pecoming more recognized generally-- so at this point, it is desirable 
I 
to ~iscuss some specific areas of communi cat ion that affect alumni giving. 
I 
i Fisk, in addition to publishing a quarterly alumni magazine 1 
mig~t well add a series of weekly news letters to fill the gap between the 
i 
' I 
qua~terly issues of the alumni magazine. 
I 
I ll\nother suggestion made by the alumni in the study was that the 
pre~ident 
I 
of the University write letters to the alumni periodically, givine 
the!state of the University. 
I A summary of the financial condition of the University would be 
of !real interest to the alumni. 
' 
I 
Communication outward could be strengthened by sanding to the 
presidents of each alumni club a copy of the current University catalogue 
-- .l 1.li vely and warm" catalogue that reflects the ''humanized" quality of 
I 
the\ University for prospective students and alumni as well. 
i nFeedback't is vital. It is good to send out valuable information 
in ~ttractive forms but the entire communication process is strengthened if 
thE 1\ :filter is taken out of the flow of information that comes back to the 
Un'versity. 
II 
al>L 
~ questionnaire should be included on one or two pages of the 
maga~ine -- to be filled out and returned by the alumni - once each 
year, or two years a.t the most. The more frequently it is done, the 
I 
I 
' sho~ter the questionnaire c·ould be. This procedure would reach the grass 
! 
roo~s and provide information that would form the basis for better decision! 
by phe administration and the alumni organization. 
You can't keep in touch with ihe allwni if you don't know where 
the . are located. 
4!2 ·~-==== 
Ray H. Pfall, Director of Alumni Relations at Marquette UniversitJ, 
obt ins from the members of each graduating class, the names and addresses 
of 1 t least three parsons who will always know how to reach the graduates. 
1 Publication of an Alumni Directory so the alumni will know how 
to ~·rap in touch With each other and learn of their progress is another 
dev'~e to strengthen the lines of communication between Fisk and its alumni. 
I 
Orga~ization 
The alumni in this study stressed the desire for better regional 
and pational alumni organization. 
I 
b);lt 
I 
I 
The author does not wish to over simplify this important matter 
it pretty much comes down to a matter of 
1) wise choice of leadership 
2) the development of a well thou~ht out program that is geared 
~~===t==1f======================================================~~~~=-===== 
1\ mainly to the needs and wishes of the alumni of the 
l 
area, and 
3) proper connection to make the alumni aware of the program 
and create the.desire to participate. Well prepared an-
nouncements of meetings with information regarding the 
agenda are important. 
Starting and dismissing the meetings on time is also vital. .!,. 
"telephone squadn to follow-up the written announcement is also important. 
And as much extra attraction as possible to help draw the crowd 
~ood speakers -- music -- live issues to discuss entertainment 
mee 'ings in attractive and strategically located places as possible. 
Budget the time for the meeting, then cut it in half. Many alum-
ni f fie las commit the unpardonable sin of wasting people t s time. .!lumni 
! pro rams have greater competition these days -- even television. The pres-
sur of modern living is so great that physical and nervous energies must 
1: . 
be eonserved. Meetings that were held every month should either have the 
tim' alloted for the meeting cut inl:alf ·(do in one hour what was formerly 
don in two hours) -- or schedule the alumn:i meeting every two months. 
If he latter course is followed, the local or regional alumni groups 
sho~ld step-up communications by publishing'a short, crisp, informative 
new~ letter to help fill the gap. 
I Developing a program and making known the con~en~s of ~he pro-
grar 1 will go a long way in developing better alumni organization - loca~, 
I 
reg anal or national. 
The author also wishes to recommend. to officials of alumni organ-
iza ions as well as persons in, or contemplating ~oing into alumni work as 
I 
i 
pro :essionals - the uTen Comrnand.mants of Alumni Work 11 (See Appendix. 
' by aldo C. M. Johnston, Executive Secretary, Yale Alumni Board and pub-
, . 
lis :ed in the .American Alumni Council News October-November, 1956. l-· 
First on the list of cornmand.mants is Communications. It is im-
por ant whether by mail, face to face, or one of the extra ways Ranny Weeks 
d.oe1[ it - a handsome station wagon in school colors. It was donated to the 
Bos pn University Alumni Association by an interested alumnus to speed up 
I 
I 
cont~cts when visiting alumni or in the city to provide transportation for 
' 
the alumni secretary in and out of town. 
I 
Finally it is recommended that one of the surest ways to enlarge 
the number of alumni who Give and decrease the number of those who dontt 
Give· is to make a heroic effort to get Fisk f'into'1 the student, beginning 
witl: the day he arrives on the campus as a fresbma,n. 
1 Dr. Ernest bhrtin Hopkins, president of Dartmouth College from 
I 
l91E to 1945 in the book This Our Purpose (Hanover, Dartmouth Publisher 
1950), had this to sey- about "The College and the A.lumni 11 , page 203: 
All in all, I have seen no definition of what 
the alumni relationship should. be, but I have 
known of no statement that seems to me more elo-
quent or more informing than that made in 1855, 
at one of the eariy meetings of the Dartmouth 
Alumni Associat1on, when President Lord, 
said., nYou ask me to show cause why Darmouth 
~=====1===r======================================================~~~~====== 
e 
should continue to have the.favor of her sons? 
My answer is a short one - because Darmouth is 
in her sons. There is no ~rtmouth without her 
sons. They have made her what she is, and they 
constitute good and sufficient reasons why she 
should be sustained • • • 11 
Dr. !Hopkins went on to point out that every Dartmouth administration since 
I 
i 
tha time has accepted that concept as a working hypothesis. 
This, to the author, seems highl'J significant in view of the 
i fac ; that Darmouth has a higher percentage of alumni participating in the 
i 
fin ncial welfare of the college than any other college in America. In 
I 
195 p it went as high as 781,. This high place of honor has been held by 
i -
I Dar mouth for years. 
Dartmouth's system of internal and external Public Reiations --
its !brilliant program of organization and communications -- can serve as a 
mod~l for any college that wishes to attract from its alumni a greater 
amo~t of much needed financial support. 
! 
Fisk University, it appears, has a clear opportunity to challenge 
the Dartmouth position, when the wholesomeness of Fisk alumni attitudes, re-
vea~ed in this study, is considered; and 
takln into account~ An heroic effort in 
I . 
sieJrtificant results. 
I 
when the disposition to give is 
that direction might yield highly 
"'i" 
it 
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A 
~UESTIONNAIRE 
For a case study of Fisk University 
Alumni by 
Randall L. Tyus - School of Public Relations 
and Communications at Boston University, 1958 
1) · While at Fisk, did you live on campus ( ) or in the city? ( ) 
I 
2) ; In what areas has your experience at Fisk been most helpful to you! 
! 
Job opportunities ( ) 
Social contacts ( ) 
Professional contacts ( ) 
Friendships ( ) 
Other · ( ) 
3). In what activity at Fisk were you most successful1 
! Academic 
Social 
Athletic 
Other 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
4) What services from the University have been most useful to you? 
Placement Bureau ( ) 
Alumni magazine ( ) 
Visits from faculty 
and staff ( ) 
5) What other services from the Uni varsity would be important to you~· 
1~ 
2. 
3~ 
4. 
6 In your opinion, is the present academic program at Fisk: 
Excellent ( ) 
Good ( ) 
Not so good ( ) 
Fair ( ) 
Poor ( ) 
7 Would you be happier if greater emphasis were placed on the athletic 
program or not 1 
Yes 
No 
( ) 
( ) 
~~stionnaire - continued 
8 )I\ Would you emphasize: 
If 
IJ Football 
Basketball 
Baseball 
other 
None of these 
( ) 
( ) 
.!! ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
9) Which of the following features at Fisk today arouses your enthusiasm 
most! 
Phi Beta Kappa C ) 
Early entrant • s program ( ) 
Closed circuit Television: ( ) 
Full membership in the 
Southern Ass'n of College$ 
and Secondary Schools ( ) 
New buildings C ) 
Other ( ) . 
10) Fisk is one of the few colleges that ~s maintained a full-1;ime 
' alumni office since 1927. In addition to the copies of the FISK NEWS 
that come to you regularly -- and the other services that the Alumni 
Secretary renders-- please list any new ideas that come to your mind· 
that would make the service of the alumni office to you more complete. 
I 
11) To what extent, in your opinion, is Fisk living up to the demands of 
the times in providing education on a racially integrated basis! 
I 
12D 
I 
' j 
I 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Which do you think is the most realistic estimate of the present 
annual budget at Fisk: 
$100;000 to $300 ;000 ( ) 
$300~000 to $600 1 000 ( ) 
$600 1 000 to one million 1 ( ) 
Approximately what percent of the cost of education is covered by the 
tuition fee? 
2 5fc ( ) 50fc ( ) 751. ( ) All ( ) , More than cost of education ( ) 
Qu stionnaire - continued 
14~ Now to a direct consideration of lUurnni glvJ..ng:: Please indicate 
whether or not you made a contribution directly to Fisk in 1957 
through the Alumni Fund: 
i 
15 
i 16 
I 
! 
i 
I 
l71l 
I 
YES 
NO 
( ) 
( ) 
How kuch did you contribute last year directly to Fisk! 
Between 0 and $5.00 ( ) 
Between $5.00 and $10.00 ( ) 
Between $10~00 and $25~00 ( ) 
Between $25~00 and $50~00 ( ) 
Between $50~00 and $75.00. ( ) 
Between $'75.00 and $100.00 ( ) 
Over $100 .oo ( ) 
Did you contribute to the United Negro College Fund in 1957! 
Yes 
No 
( ) 
( ) 
To which, if any, of the following do you usually contribute? 
NMCP 
Church 
Other 
c ) 
. ( ) 
( ) 
18 Please list factors that would inspire you to make larger annual 
contributions to the Alumni Fund at Fisk: 
' I 
More personal contact from people at Fisk ( ) 
More communication through mail from Fisk ( ) 
Better organized local Allimni Clubs ( ) 
More active Regional and Nat'l ~lumni 
organization ( ) 
Other reasons (list them) ( ) 
PHase fill in the attached sheet. 
~8. ---
' 
' I 
Cl ss: 
PERSONAL D.ll!TA 
(your name is not required) 
Please answer each of the following questions: 
State: 
----------------------Di]!y: 
In ~cate your last year at Fisk if you did not graduate: 
Ma :or: 
II 
Se : 
AgE ! 
Yot r approximate 
Male ( ) 
Between 
Between 
Between 
Between 
Over 60 
income: 
20 and 
30 and 
40 and 
50 and 
30 
40 
50 
60 
Female ( ) 
c ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
0 to $3,500.00 ( ) 
$3;500~00 to $7,500.00 ( ) 
$7,500.00 to $10,000 ( ) 
Over $10 1 000 ( .) 
n;a I you have 
at Fisk? 
a part time job on campus or elsewhere during your stay 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
WaJ a you on a scholarship at Fisk~ 
I Yes 
No 
( ) 
( ) 
Die you receive financial assistance from the Student Loan Fund! 
Yes ( ) 
No ( ) 
•• Pe:r s9nal Data - continued 
Were yQ.u a member of a fra-ternity? 
Yes 
No 
{ ) 
.( ) 
We1 e you a member of a s ororit·yt' 
Yes 
No 
We e you a member of the: 
{ ) ( ) 
Student Council 
Men's Senate 
Women 1 s Senate 
student Christian ~ss'n 
Glee t!Jlub 
Choir 
:: l 
·I 
.. !1 
Other groups (please list). 
Th nks again for your cooperation! 
~ ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
,.; -. 
·.:,i~-~-/ 
B 
SAMPlE FOLLOW-UP QARD 
l}os-:ton University Fal:c'al~ 01ub 
147 Bay State Road, BostoD 
March 20, 1958 
Dear Fellow Fiskite: 
This is simply a reminder that if you 
have not filled out and returned wour questionnaire; 
please do so today. This is a sample study -- your 
name was drawn -- and we need. y<mll! questionmaire if 
it is to be a good study. It wonit take long, so 
why not fill it out and send it night back. If you 
have lost it, drop me a note and 1I will send you 
another, and will answer any que~~ions regarding ~ny 
aspect of the survey. 
Thanks to the many who bave responded· 
already. 
Sinc!ere1y, 
/ s/ R. J~ Tyus 
51 
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c 
\ S-1 1'l-ndard Sixteen -- .ALUMNI RECORDS AND CONTACTS* 
If adequate information were obtainable in regard to the 
at~itudes and achievements of those who have attended an institution, it 
wo~ld serve as a sufficient single standard for accrediting. It is 
I 
in!Portant for a college or university to keep careful records in the 
Re~istrar•s office, or in a supervised alumni office or elsewhere, not 
mel-ely for a few outstanding graduates but .for all who have attended. Th~ir records should show those who have gone on for further study, 
shJuld indicate the occupations followed, contributions to public or co~unity service, and other items that may measure the influence of the 
'I 
; 
in ;titution in church or state. a college or university should consider 
ca efully the promotion of an educational program among its alumni. 
Th :se should be encouraged to maintain an interest in their .Alma Mater 
anc contribution to its supp·ort, but care should be taken that they do 
no dominate the policies and programs of the insti-tution. 
I 
i 
Sm thern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
I 
• 
Classification M 
Graduate 43 
Undergraduate 
Seniors 49 
Juniors 37 
Sophomores 53 
Freshmen 65 
Early Ent;;rants 34 
Specials 5 
Total Graduate 
and Undergrad-
ua·te 2'86 
April 10, 1958 
e 
FISK UNIVERSITY 
-
ENROLLMENT BY CLASSIFICATION AND SEX, REGULAR SESSIONS 
1953-54 1954-55 
w T M w T M 
18 61 51 18 69 33 
69 118 38 81 119 59 
78 115 59 94 153 61 
85 138 46 109 155 65 
147 212 78 149 227 68 
41 75 31 32 63 25 
2 7 4 7 11 6 
440 726 307 490 797 317 
1955-56 
w T 
14 47 
80 139 
97 158 
116 181 
125 193 
31 56 
8 14 
441 788 
19§6-57 
M w T M 
31 14 45 30 
57 96 153 72 
68 108 176 49 
50 118 168 68 
82 113 196 68 
""16-- 20 36 13 
7 4 11 3 
311 317:3 784 303 
OFFICID OF THE REGISTRAR 
AND 
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS 
• 
1957-58 
w T 
15 45 
111 183 
102 151 lb ~ 
98 166 I~ 
148 216 I~ 
10 23 
4 7 
488 791 
~ 
e· 
~ 
I 
r) 
I 
I .APPENDIX E 
-i FISK UNIVERSITY 
I 
FOREIGN STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY S.EX, REGUL_I\,R SESSIONS 
Sex 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 Combined Total 
:::.~ 24 24 26 19 16 109 9 31 3 7 8 4 
Toti 20 27 33 32 28 140 
I 
I FISK UNIVERSITY 
:J ENROLLMENT OF *NON-NEGRO STUDENTS BY SEX, REGULAR SESSIONS 
Sex 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 Combined Total 
Men~ 
Wom;n 
' 
' 
4 
2 
6 
7 
9 
16 
* C~ucasian and .Asian Students 
.A .RIL 10, 1958 
i 
! 
9 
6 6 
15 16 
6 36 
5 28 
11 64 
OFFICE OF THID REGISTRAR 
.AND 
DIREGrOR OF .ADMISSIONS 
54 
I 
Goa I 
Total subscribed 
Numt er of Contributors 
Ave rage gift 
Alu!nni Fund 
Oth~r Sources 
! Scholarships 
Prize 
APPENDIX F 
FISK UNIVERSITY 
ALUMNI FUND REPORT FOR 1956-1957 
Total Gifts to Fisk 
No. of 
Contributors 
753 
Student Loan Fund 
Personal Project (piano) 
5 
1 
1 
1 
Charles S. Johnson Memorial Fund 72 
I Ch cago 
I 
De~roi t, Michigan 
I 
833 
Leading Fisk Clubs 
(Based on Contributions of 
$1,000 or more) 
Ph;1adelphia, Pennsylvania 
New York, New York 
I 
Na/khville, Tennessee 
C evela.nd, Ohio 
$l5j000~00 
15) 903.73 
753 
21.12 
Amount 
Contributed 
$15,903.72 
1,975~00 
10~00 
200.00 
2,540.00 
935.00 
$21,564.32 
$ 5,542.55 
2,898.00 
1,722.59 
1,604.00 
1,218.10 
1,157.50 
APPENDIX 
G 
CORPORATION GIVING* 
Here we find a three-year lag in statistics of giving, but 
al i indications are that giving by corporations is decidedly on the up-
gr:de. The most important single event was the decision of the Courts 
I 
of !New Jersey, confirmed by the United States Supreme Court, that cor-
po~ations may legally make contributions to educational institutions. 
In 1935, the Congress passed a Revenue Act which exempted from 
I ta~ corporations' contributions to charitable agencies up to 51. of net 
! 
ii come. 
Following is a record of subsequent contributions: 
-lifArnaud c. Marts, The Rising Tide of Philanthropy 
An address JUly 1954 to Annual staff Conference 
New York City. 
of Marts & Lundy, Inc. 
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Ye~r 
i 
19 36 
19 39 
19 ':!:0 
19 fil 
19 ~2 
19 fM 
19 115 
19 116 
19 :r7 
19 8 
19 ':!:9 
19 pO 
19 61* 
19 p2* 
19 ~3* 
19 ~4* 
CORPORATE CONTRIBUTIO!Ii'S, NET INCOMHJ .ltND 
GIVING POTENTik\L 
1. Contributed 
Contributions of Net Income Net Income 
$3o;ooo~ooo 00.40 $7;775;ooo;ooo 
sl;ooo;ooo 00~43 7,175;ooo;ooo 
38~000~000 00.41 9~350,000;000 
5s;ooo;ooo 00~35 16;675;ooo,ooo 
gs~ooo;ooo 00~42 23,4oo;ooo;ooo 
234;ooo;ooo 00~88 26,50o,ooo;ooo 
266;ooo;ooo 01~24 21;345,000;000 
214;ooo;ooo 00~84 25 7 400j,OOOjOOO 
241;ooo;ooo 00~76 31;6oo;ooo,ooo 
239;ooo;ooo 00.69 34,6oo;ooo;ooo 
22a,ooo;ooo 00~78 28;4oo;ooo;ooo 
252;ooo;ooo 00~6 42,000j000;000 
2'7 5; ooo ;ooo 00~66 41,7oo;ooo;ooo 
3oo,ooo,ooo 00.,71 42,ooo;ooo~ooo 
40; 5oo;ooo; ooo 
36,5oo,ooo,ooo 
* stimated 
Full 51. 
Allowable For 
Contributions 
$388;ooo;ooo 
358,000,000 
467; 000; 000 
·9ss,ooo;ooo 
1;17o;ooo;ooo 
1,325;ooo;ooo 
1,067,000,000 
1;270~000~000 
1;5so;ooo;ooo 
. 1;7so,ooo;ooo 
1,42o,ooo;ooo 
21 10o,ooo;ooo 
2,ooo,ooo;ooo 
2,1oo;ooo;ooo 
2,025,ooo;ooo 
1,825,000,000 
APPENDIX H 
TEE TEN CO~~.IENTS OF aLUMNI WORK * 
Thtu shalt keep ever in mind the single, basic essential of thy job --
conhtunications. 
I ; Try to make your alumni body the best informed alumni group in 
the c oui:J.try. An fnformed alumnus becomes an interested alumnus, 
who in turn becomes an active alumnus. Likewise, an informed 
administration is a more alert and sympathetic administration. 
Thcp. shalt not let the sun go down on thy wrath. 
I 
I You must have a patience that npasseth understanding, t1 - never 
write an angry letter in haste. If you must write , select your 
words with care and hold the letter for reconsideration after you 
have simmered down. Batter still, admonish verbally. Best of 
all, roll with the punches and forget the whole thing. 
Thcu shalt set thy standards high and seek i;o maintain them. 
You must be a practical idealist. With courage ana perseverance 
you must establish goals and set a course designed to heights~ the 
honor and prestige of your institution and further enrich the lives 
of your alumni. This course mayiwell bring you into oonflici; 
with administration or alumni. If so, stand fast in your be-
liefs. If you fail, resign without rancor, secure in the knowl-
I edge that to yourself and those wHom you serve yo~ have indeed 
i been true. 
* BIY Waldo C. M. Johnston, Executive Secretary, Yale .Alumni Board - French 
Ifi-ck, Indiana, J1.me 1956 - Published by American Alumni Council News, 
C~tober-November, 1956 
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Thqu shalt treat thy alumni as thinking adults. 
Give them the slightest chance to think, and they*ll respond. 
AJ.umni do think. The minute you criticize them for not thinking 
the chances are you're not thinking yourself. Don't imagine they 
are perennial sophomores. They think as adul:t s and want to 
learn. They are patrons of learning. 
i Th .u shalt constantly endeavor to view thy, institution through others' eyes. 
Despite all our efforts, our average alumnus remains badly misin-
formed. Your rosy world through his distant eye may be distorted 
or out of focus. Don't blame him or label him an idiot. Try to 
understand and correct his perspective. 
Them shalt be generous with thy appreciation and praise. 
! There is a apark of vanity in every man, and everyone likes to 
know his effort is appreciated. Three minutes of dictating and a 
3c/ stamp can make a life-long friend and a willing worker. Thank 
your faculty member who has just spoken at an alumni meeting for 
you. Thank the alumnus who sends you a suggestion - no matter 
how poor. Thank the crank or crack-pot who has at least shown a 
spark of interest by taking the time to howl. And, of course, 
thank any alumnus who has concluded a term of service. Bear in 
mind that every alumnus is important to you, not for what he has, 
but for what he ·is. 
I. Th~u shalt honor thy faculty. 
Among today's most dedicated and least appreciated people are our 
-! 
i 
l 
' 
teachers. They, more than any othll!" single group, maintain the 
i 
! integrity of our institutions, the. quality of their product and 
! 
the dignity of our cultural heritage. Our alumni may be the 
i 
f blood banks, but our facul~ies are the hearts of our institutions. 
Once they know us and understand our goals, they are the most co-
: 
operative and unselfish of individuals. They can become our 
'I salesmen in the field, the Pied Pipers for our youth and the 
'I 
spellbinders of our alumni. 
Thcu shalt cherish brevity. 
This is perhaps the hardest commandment of all for dedicated alum-
nors. We know so well; we warn others; but we are carried away 
by our own enthusiasm and sincerity. To the saying, 11No souls 
are saved af-~er s·o minutes,,. we must append: 11No alumni are 
converted after 20." Plan ahead. Plan diverse programs, but 
organize them and reduce them. Don't foster alumni indigestion 
by surfeiting their appetities. Leave them just a little bit 
hungry and anticipating your next meeting. Write your letters, 
reports and minutes for your busy alumni officers, cut them in 
half, then reduce them again. 
I 
Thctt shalt not steal the show. 
Give credit to others. Gently sow the seed of an idea in the 
mind of an alumnus. The first thing you know, he'll think it's 
his, get terribly excited, sell the idea to your administration~ 
take a sabbatical from his job, r~ise ten million dollars for 
6.0 
Alma Mater, and win a host of American Alunmi .Council awards. 
Be of quiet mind, for credit will come your way in due course. 
Th~u shalt not stulify thy mind~ 
I· 
Every alumni secretary must be a .jack of all trades and master 
of each. He is a prophet, arbitrator, counsellor, spokesman, 
sometimes a knight in shining armor, more often a scapegoat, a 
soothsayer, academic janitor, waterboy, dictator, manager, his-
toriant magician, shepherd. Do not let any of these become 
your single personality. Constantly take stock of your accom-
plishments, your failures. Constantly evaluate your progress. 
Constantly re-establish perspective. Constantly search for new 
ways to do your job better, new hormzons as you climb toward those 
peaks. The day you enter your office and complain you're bored 
and ~life is so dailyP is the day to enter the soap manufacturing 
business. 
{ 
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